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For several emerging applications such as wearables,

internet of things, and sensor networks, energy

efficiency is of great importance. General purpose

embedded processors (microcontrollers) are the

preferred solution for many such applications due to

the evolving nature of these applications and the high

costs of custom IC design.
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This project will explore a phenomenon called

dynamic timing slack that may enable important

improvement of energy efficiency in micro controllers.

Dynamic timing slack exists when the embedded

software application executed on a processor does not

exercise the processor's static critical paths. Static

critical paths are the logic paths in the processor that

have the longest delays. In such scenarios, the longest

path that is exercised by the application (le us call it

the dynamic critical path) has additional timing slack

that can be exploited for performance improvement or

power savings by scaling up the operating frequency

or scaling down the voltage of the processor.

Interestingly, non-exercised paths can be allowed to

violate timing constraints (i.e., have delay that is

longer than the clock period) while still maintaining

error-free application execution. This is because a non-

exercised path can never cause an error.

Approach
The method of showing dynamic timing slack is to test a collection

of applications on several microcontrollers operating at over-scaled

frequencies and determine if any of the applications can execute

correctly at frequencies that are higher than the rated frequency of

the microcontroller.

• Collecting microcontrollers: build different circuits on the

breadboard that can test different benchmark applications of

different microcontrollers

• Collecting some benchmark applications: write codes with

different functions that can be applied to different

microcontrollers

• Assemble test framework

• Execute applications and record results

• Debug applications to determine causes of failure: run snippets of

applications

The microcontrollers that tested in this projects are PIC16F916,

PIC18F4550, PIC16F88, PIC24FJGA002, and MSP430. The results

are as below:

Result of PIC16F916, rated frequency  = 20MHz

Result of PIC16F88, rated frequency  = 20MHz

Result of PIC18F4550, rated frequency  = 48MHz

Result of PIC24FJGA002, rated frequency  = 32MHz

Result of MSP430, rated frequency  = 8MHz

Testing Results Continue

All the chips I tested can be over scaled 15% to 100% beyond

the rated clock frequency for different microcontrollers, which

means that their performance and efficiency still have large room

to be improved. This results also used in a paper that have been

accepted by ISCA.
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